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NEW QUESTION: 1
A design specialist prepares for a customer meeting, and knows
that data on the customer, their Industry, and the possible
competition, will need to be collected.
Which additional information is also needed?
A. The design diagram for discussion with customer
B. The model numbers of the existing contact center equipment
C. The Avaya solutions and services Avaya could offer
D. The salaries of the executives In the meeting
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
A. SSL Certificates
B. Internet (Client)
C. Shared User Certificates
D. Default Windows Credentials
Answer: A,B
Explanation:
B: From scenario:
Communication between the app and e-book vendors must occur
over an encrypted
communication channel.
Communication must use certificates to enable the SSL
connection.
C:

NEW QUESTION: 3
Refer to the exhibit. Which action during the previous change
window is a possible cause of the access issues to the Exchange
application?
A. Another Operations Engineer associated a different Bridge
Domain to Exchange application EPG mistakenly
B. Another Operations Engineer deleted the Exchange application
filter mistakenly
C. Another Operations Engineer deleted the Physical Domain from
Exchange application EPG mistakenly.
D. Another Operations Engineer assigned a different Physical
Domain to Exchange application EPG mistakenly
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 4
The SAP Cloud Platform NEO development environment allows
development in JAVA, XSJS, &amp; HTML5.
Determine whether this statement is true or false.
A. False
B. True
Answer: B
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